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Background to the research

My current role

The context of the research

Methodological approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My roleSet against the white paper  The importance of teaching..(2010):  p 20 (2.6)  reform of teacher training so that more training is on the job…p 26  (2.19 and 2.20) reforming the way new (-) teachers are trained and  reform of teacher training so that it focuses on what’s really important…..literacy and numeracyp 23 ( 2.21) improving and expanding routes into teaching, best schs will take the lead and schools will have ownership of training teachers on the jobInterpretivist, phenomenologyInterviews with HTs about to start on SD Iterative sampling involves a process whereby researchers move back and forth between selecting cases for data collection and engaging in a preliminary analysis of the cases sampled. The idea is that what emerges from data analysis will shape subsequent sampling decisions. The process of iterative sampling and analysis continues until researchers reach saturation - when no new information or new themes are emerging from data analysis.



Data collection

12 (primary) Head Teachers (HTs) across two School 
Direct Alliances (SDA)

First interview Nov/Dec 2014

Second interview June/July 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our model is that we teach core mods and schools do all the rest.



Initial findings indicated five primary 
reasons for schools taking the lead in 
ITE

1. Disillusionment with partnership organisation in 
higher education institutions (HEIs)

2. Changes in CPD funding

3. HTs own experiences of ITE

4. Fundamental belief in ‘chalk face’ experience for 
preparation of future teachers

5. Recruitment of NQTs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HTs commented on experiences where students 



1.Disillusionment with partnership organisation

More ‘focussed’ consultation between universities and 
schools in three key areas:
• curriculum for ITE
• Recruitment to the profession
• Organisation and expectations of placement

2. Changes in CPD funding

• Limited CPD and ‘upskilling’ of teachers
• Greater understanding of the role of universities and schools 

in the preparation of future teachers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. This was a big area for many HTs. HTs felt that the uni curric did not prepare students in key areas of planning and assessment (key thing here is planning assessment their way!!) Lack of understanding about what the Uni did in these areas.  Core modules were seen as reflecting theoretical perspectives for being awarded the PGCE as opposed to preparation students for the classroom. Didn’t want to lose the model element but felt they could organise the curriculum better for schools.Concerns about interviewing in uni….looking for quality potential. Felt that candidate attitude was a problem, they wouldn’t have them in school. So recruitment was for them…owning the student. And they might get them…..didn’t want to be in that position.Differentiation for studentsTakes time for students to get into the placement as they don’t know it organisation of placements and owning students…the felt they didn’t if it was university….2. Links with working with a diverse range of schools. One HT was sending staff to the special school to look at how they included children with a range of physical needs as there was a pupil coming to them in the future.  Another HT had the special school coming to do workshops on the ‘dys’….‘staff sitting in on core modules and reflecting on their practiceOne HT commented on how the Alliance gave the opportunity to look at diverse practice in a way the uni didn’t.  Special school, secondary transition and multicultural experiences could be organised…multicultural significant because of the demographics of the area they were in.Late placement notification, support from university if there were issues. One HT talked of failing a student but the uni wouldn’t let them….  Wanted to pass on information to other schools but wasn’t allowed to…



3. HTs own experiences of ITE

• More time in school
• Practice based course tutors

4. A fundamental belief in ‘chalk face 'experience for 
preparation of future teachers

• Practitioner knowledge in key areas of Maths/English, 
planning and assessing

• Opportunities for ‘bespoke’ experience

5. Recruitment of NQTs

• Consideration of S8 and a speedy induction process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3. HTs saw this route as offering more time in school to observe and learn from good practice.One HT comments ‘no disrespect to the PGCE course but students on a trad route are only getting a feel for schools.  In this they get a range of contexts, see the real life thing etc.good/outstanding schs with a lot to offer.: One HT commented ‘ Gt capacity for improvement based on begin an outstanding school and we want to give it back to the profession.  We've got outstanding teachers and people learn from our staff.4. Leading teachers getting students focussed in on key objectives.Taking the strengths of the schools. In one alliance there were opportunities for students to observe outstanding practice in nurseries, wth ICT, with creative curriculum etc.One HT described breadth of pedagogy working with a range of schools with expertise across taking the best.5 .Important to hit the ground running in a new school as an NQT. Offered jobs in their final placementBuilds up resilience as they know what their schools and school in general is like5. ‘hit the ground running’ been in the schools a base school and then back for extending gives them the opportunity to shine…‘try before you buy’‘create teachers,  succession planning’



(tentative) Conclusions

• Renewed ‘respect’ and awareness of the complexity 
of roles between ITE and schools in the preparation 
of future teachers

• A need for HEIs to review their understanding of 
partnership and consult with schools in key areas

• A need for HEIs and schools to consider how to make 
this operational given current demands on 
HEIs/schools and the current political background for 
the preparation of future teachers
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